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Abstract—Mobile communication devices are expected to overtake traditional desktop PCs and become the dominant point
of entry to the Internet. This technology shift has boosted user
demand for multimedia applications and services which are now
typically accessed through the wireless interface. Users expect to
be always connected and able to run a variety of applications
which sometimes impose contrasting requirements. Of particular
research interest in this scenario is the coexistence between
two popular categories of traffic: elastic and real-time, both of
them covering a wide range of user applications. In this paper,
we investigate the above issue in the scenario where service
connectivity is provided through a multihop wireless network. To
this end, we study two representative applications, one for each of
the above categories, which are content download and interactive
game play. We show by means of extensive simulations, how both
the content download’s goodput and the online game’s per-packet
delivery delay can be improved through an appropriate solution
implemented on the wireless Internet Gateway.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Typically, wireless communication involves a single hop;
yet, multihop wireless networks are gaining a lot of attraction
from the research community [1], [2]. This trend is being
driven by the rapid deployment of 802.11 networks and the
advantages of relaying packets among nodes. In infrastructure rich areas, relaying can reduce dead spots, lower power
consumption [3], [4], and increase network capacity [5]. In
rural or developing areas, multihop wireless networks can be
deployed more readily and at lower expense than traditional
wireless networks. To this purpose, we consider an extension to
the classical, single-hop scenario where Internet connectivity
is provided via wireless multihop channel and users run
heterogeneous applications such as online gaming and content
download, which generally pursue different goals [6], [7].
Supporting both real-time and elastic traffic, as online
games and content download, respectively, is a tough challenge
as they pursue different performance goals: online games
require fast delivery of every single game event, whereas
high data rate is desirable when downloading a data content.
Unfortunately, in the attempt to reach high data rates for
content download, the classic Transmission Control Protocol
(TCP) periodically saturates links and buffers along its path,
generating queuing delays affecting the transmission time
of game events [8]. Moreover, flows in multihop wireless
networks are affected by self-interference, by which packets
of the same flow transmitted on adjacent hops compete for the
shared wireless medium.

In summary, the coexistence between TCP based content
download and online game flows over multihop wireless networks embodies a tough technical challenge that deserves scientific investigation. Although extensive research has been devoted to improve TCP-based flow performance over multihop
networks, little has been done to support real-time applications
such as online game flows in this heterogeneous context [9].
Recently, research studies demonstrated that neither classic
nor enhanced existing variants of TCP and 802.11 are able
to protect real-time traffic in wireless multihop scenarios [1].
Online games have been demonstrated to be a killer application able to attract millions of users. Therefore, we address
the multihop wireless scenario where network resources are
shared by online game flows and TCP based content transfer.
We propose an original solution able to support online gaming
performance (i.e., small transmission delays) while preserving
TCP performance (i.e., high data transfer goodput).
Our solution is based on an enhanced wireless Internet
Gateway that is able to monitor ongoing traffic so as to
appropriately modify, on the fly, the advertised window in
TCP’s ACKs. Indeed, the Internet Gateway is in a strategic
position to gather information about the channel condition
and the on-going traffic. The idea is to exploit this gathered
information to regulate heterogeneous transmission flows and
make them coexist efficiently, even on a wireless multihop
connection.
As our solution is based on the utilization of an enhanced
gateway, we have named it Smart Wireless Internet Gateway
(SWING).
The two main ideas at the basis of SWING are as follow.
1)

2)

The wireless Internet Gateway continuously snoops
all the transiting packets and computes the maximum data rate at which downloading applications
can transfer their files without exceeding the factual
available bandwidth given the other simultaneous
flows and the multihop wireless path.
A cross-layer approach is implemented to modify onthe-fly the advertised window of each transiting TCP
packet so as to make it equal to the aforementioned
maximum data rate, and accordingly limit the transfer
rate of TCP flows.

This way, download applications produce a smoother traffic
efficiently utilizing the available channel without generating
queues along the multihop wireless path that would create

losses and delays. In summary, both the elastic applications’
goodput and the real-time applications’ per-packet delivery
delay are preserved. We do not propose new protocols or
architectures, thus ensuring factual deployability of our solution. Indeed, we simply design an enhanced gateway with
a re-engineered packet forwarding functionality. Customers
just need to get our enhanced gateway from their preferred
electronics seller and plug-it-in.
Results gathered and discussed in this paper demonstrate
that the performance of entertainment applications in wireless
multihop environments are improved by SWING with respect
to the use of both traditional protocols and state of the art
proposals falling in this domain.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we provide the motivation behind this study along
with the considered scenario. In Section III we review related
works in this context, outlining our contribution with respect
to existing studies. In Section IV and Section V, we present
SWING and the experimental results demonstrating its effectiveness, respectively. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper
providing some insights on future research directions we aim
to investigate.
II.

P ROBLEM S TATEMENT AND C ONSIDERED S CENARIO

Recent advances on wireless technology, the expansion of
the broadband Internet, and the increasing demand for digital
content call for intelligent devices and networking solutions.
These solutions should provide connectivity between devices
and efficiently exploit the high-speed access to the Internet,
extending its coverage everywhere, directly into the hands of
the consumer.
Content download and online gaming represent two killer
applications we use in our everyday life [8]. However, they
are characterized by different requirements: the former aims
at achieving as much goodput as possible, whereas the latter
needs very fast per-packet delivery delay (there should be less
than 150 ms between the generation of a game event and its
delivery to the other players [10]–[12]). This problem and
the peculiar challenge represented by the multihop wireless
scenario deserve further investigation.
Starting from the transport layer, we can group multimedia
applications into two main classes depending on the adopted
protocol: the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or the
User Datagram Protocol (UDP). TCP is reliable and ensures
ordered delivery of every packet sent. For this reason, it is
utilized by elastic applications that involve content download/transmission. A very important component of TCP is represented by its congestion control functionality, which probes
the connection between sender and receiver with higher and
higher data rates eventually filling up the channel. At this point,
packets are queued at the buffer associated with the bottleneck
of the connection until it overflows causing packet losses
and consequent reduction of the sending rate. On the other
hand, UDP packets are immediately sent toward the receiver
with a data rate decided by the sender without any delivery
guarantee; yet, its small overhead and lack of retransmissions
may generate less delay than TCP in the packet delivery. UDP
is hence usually employed by real-time applications that can

tolerate some packet loss but have stringent requirements in
terms of per-packet delivery delay (e.g., online games).
The lack of congestion control functionalities has been the
reason for considering UDP unfair toward TCP. On the other
hand, a problem emerges when real-time applications (UDPbased) coexist with elastic ones (TCP-based) on a wireless
channel, causing the former to experience a scattered flow
progression. Major causes for this problem can be found in
the TCPs congestion control functionality. In particular, TCP
continuously probes for higher transfer rates, also queuing
packets on the buffer associated with the bottleneck of the
connection. If one considers that the same wireless connection
might be shared by several devices and applications, thus
increasing the congestion level and queue lengths, it is even
more evident how packets can be delayed, jeopardizing the
real-time requirement.
This negative scenario is further worsened by the following
factors related to the wireless interface. First, the wireless
medium allows the transmission of only one packet at a time
and is not full-duplex as wired links. Packets have hence to
wait for their turns to be transmitted. Second, as interference,
errors, fading, and mobility may cause packet loss, the IEEE
802.11 MAC layer reacts through local retransmissions which,
in turn, cause subsequent packets to wait in queue until
the preceding ones or their retransmissions eventually reach
the receiver. Furthermore, the back-off mechanism of the
IEEE 802.11 introduces an increasing amount of time before
attempting a transmission again. These three problems are
obviously exacerbated when considering a multihop wireless
network as in our scenario.
Flows in multihop wireless networks are also affected
by self-interference, by which packets of the same flow
transmitted on adjacent hops compete for the shared wireless
medium. Indeed, in a network with two adjacent wireless hops,
transmissions cannot occur on both links simultaneously, thus
halving the available bandwidth. Increasing the number of hops
complicates the scenario. The available bandwidth is further
reduced due to alternate transmissions on adjacent wireless
links, this, until reaching a number of hops greater or equal
to four. At this point, with only about 25% of bandwidth
actually available, transmissions can be pipelined with two
hops of distance thus (theoretically) not further reducing the
exploitable bandwidth in a significant way [9], [13].
Here we set on the trail to search for an appropriate network
solution able to support multimedia applications, and their
coexistence, over a multihop wireless scenario. Our solution is
designed to be noninvasive and with real deployment chances.
To this purpose, we have considered the scenario depicted in
Fig. 1. The case study is composed by a wired Internet part and
a multihop wireless part, both interfaced by a wired-wireless
gateway. We consider several clients which share a four hop
wireless path and the clients are responsible of generating
three TCP flows and ten bidirectional game flows interacting
with the game server. The rationale behind this deployment
follows the argument exposed before, that of the multihop
pipelining effect, which gives us an indicative trend for our
implementation in a well founded theoretical framework.

spatial reuse constraint is the Four Hop Delay (FHD) metric,
which is the time employed by a packet to traverse the four hop
wireless path. The estimate depends on the traffic a packet is
subject to during its trip; thereby, the FHD changes depending
on the path conditions.
To compute the FHD, (1) can be used,

Fig. 1.

F HD = 2(

Considered scenario.

III.

R ELATED W ORK

A classic approach when dealing with networks that include wired and wireless links is that of splitting the connection
at the node interfacing the wired and wireless parts, called the
Internet Gateway [14]. This way, the wireless link issues are
entirely hidden to the rest of the network and, in particular,
to the TCP. However, this requires extra capabilities at the
Internet Gateway and violates the end-to-end paradigm of TCP.
Similar, link layer approaches try to hide the wireless link
layer issues to the TCP. Yet, these approaches generally try
to preserve the end-to-end semantics. The Snoop protocol
is certainly the most representative example of this class of
solutions [15]. With this protocol, a snoop agent on the base
station performs local retransmissions on the wireless link
using information sniffed from current TCP traffic. Focusing
on the multihop scenario, QoS scheduling with priority queues
within intermediate nodes of a multihop network has been
proposed [16]. Yet, it requires traffic that has been previously
marked with the priority level and only guarantees priority to
certain type of traffic without actually aiming at an efficient
coexistence among heterogeneous traffic flows.
A technique that has emerged as an effective solution in
supporting data transmission over wireless multihop networks
is pacing. In essence, this class of solutions evenly space, or
pace, data to be transmitted into the multihop so as to avoid
bursts [17], [18].
In summary, a large amount of research has focused on
the optimization of TCP performance in wireless multihop networks. Yet, very few works have focused on the performance
of real-time applications, or on the interaction between realtime and elastic flows, in this context [8], [19]. In the following
subsection we discuss in detail a solution which is considered
the state of the art for supporting the coexistence of real-time
and elastic flows in wireless multihop networks.
A. State of the Art: Gateway Adaptive Pacing
The Gateway Adaptive Pacing (GAP) algorithm is a proposal tackling the issue of data transmissions over heterogeneous environments composed of a multihop wireless part [1],
[17]. It adopts a rate-based congestion control by tuning the
transmission rate adaptively accounting for the spatial reuse
constraint of multihop wireless networks and the contention
on the network path of the connection.
In essence, the algorithm operates by delaying TCP packets
queued at the gateway based on continuous delay measurements of the multihop environment [1]. Accounting for the

RT Twireless
sdata sACK
+
)
h
b

(1)

where h, b, RT Twireless are the number of hops in the
wireless path, the wireless channel bandwidth and the RTT of
the TCP packet in the wireless domain respectively. Instead,
sdata and sACK denote the size of the TCP packet and the
size of the corresponding ACK.
The rationale behind the FHD metric is the well known
fact that in multihop wireless environments nodes cannot
transmit in parallel without interfering on immediate neighbors
transmissions [9], [13]. GAP ensures that at most one packet
is transmitted each FHD, this way it avoids filling intermediate
buffers in vain. On the other hand, real-time application
packets, but in general all packets, are not subject to additional
queuing delays.
IV.

P ROPOSED S OLUTION : S MART W IRELESS I NTERNET
G ATEWAY

The TCP flow’s actual sending rate (i.e., the sending
window) is computed as the minimum between the congestion window and the advertised window. We hence propose
an original solution based on dynamic modifications of the
advertised window so as to limit the growth of the TCP flows’
sending rates. A good tradeoff between throughput and low
delays could be achieved by maintaining the sending rate of
each TCP flow high enough to efficiently utilize the available
bandwidth but, at the same time, limited in its growth so as to
not utilize buffers. This way, per-packet delays are minimized
by the absence of queues along the route from the sender to the
receiver, while the throughput is kept high by the absence of
packet losses that would halve the sending window and hence
the sending rate.
In our solution, the appropriate advertised window is computed and imposed by the gateway between the wireless part of
the network and the wired Internet (see Fig. 1). This gateway
is in the position to handle all packets transiting to/from the
multihop wireless part and hence to modify on the fly the
advertised window of TCP ACK packets.
Our proposal is based on the utilization of an enhanced
gateway which we have named Smart Wireless Internet Gateway (SWING). With SWING, the appropriate advertised window value expressed in packets for any TCP flow i has to
be computed and continuously updated. Its initial value is
given by (2), where BWi , RT Ti and T CP pktSizei are the
bandwidth share, the round trip time (RTT) and the packet
size, respectively, for that flow.
advwini =

BWi ⇤ RT Ti
T CP pktSizei

(2)

We compare SWING against a default setting scenario
(classic TCP and UDP, with a regular Internet Gateway) and
GAP. In the experiments, SWING’s queuing delay thresholds for modifying the advertised window have been set as
thmin = 5 ms and thmax = 15 ms. These values are inspired
by TCP Vegas so as to always have some packets in queue
ready to be transmitted while limiting the queuing delay.

Fig. 2. Actions on the advertised window depending on the queuing delay
experienced on the Gateway’s buffer.

More in detail, BWi can be computed as (3), where C and
TF are the total capacity of the channel and the number of TCP
flows sharing the channel, respectively. RT is the amount of
real-time traffic in the channel identified by UDP based flows
(as online gaming). Inspired by [13], H can be computed as
the minimum between 4 and the actual number of wireless
hops.
BWi =

C RT
2 ⇤ H ⇤ TF

(3)

We need only initial rough values for parameters C and
RTT: the bandwidth stated by the Internet provider and the
result of a ping to the server. After the initial setting, the advertised window is continuously updated to reflect the changes
in the channel and in the number of flows sharing the multihop
wireless network. To this end, we have taken inspiration from
TCP Vegas’ congestion control algorithm.
In essence, the Gateway monitors how long packets stay in
its buffer before being forwarded along the multihop wireless
path. As depicted by Fig. 2, when this queuing delay is
below a threshold thmin or above another threshold thmax ,
the advertised window imposed by the Gateway is increased
or decreased, respectively, by one packet. While in between
thmin and thmax , the imposed advertised window remains
constant.
V.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

We have implemented our solution on the well known ns-3
network simulator. To this aim, we have considered the scenario in Fig. 1: three servers for content download generating
TCP-based flows with 100 ms, 140 ms and 240 ms of RTT,
respectively, and a game server at 30 ms of one way delay from
ten game clients located at the end of the wireless multihop
path. Clients are connected to the Internet Gateway through
four wireless hops using IEEE 802.11g technology. Following
suggestions from [20] in modeling online gaming traffic, each
of the ten game sessions corresponds to a bidirectional flow
of packets departing every 40 ms with a payload of 40 B. The
three TCP-based download flows start at simulated time 0 s
and end at 200 s, whereas the ten online gaming flows start at
simulated time 0 s and end at 250 s.

We compare the per-packet delivery delay of a representative game flow, considering default settings (Fig. 3), GAP
(Fig. 4), and SWING (Fig. 5), respectively. The charts show
how the per-packet delay of the online game flow suffers from
the simultaneous presence of TCP flows (from 0 s to 200 s),
whereas it goes back to values close to the one-way delay
(30 ms) when only the ten online game flows, and not the
TCP flows, are active (from 200 s to 250 s). Furthermore,
while GAP clearly outperforms the default setting scenario
in terms of smother traffic and lower delays, SWING shows
further improvement in these directions.
We also analyze the performance trend of the TCP flows
so as to verify that the their goodput is not affected by
the presence of online game traffic. As shown by Fig. 6,
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 SWING results the only solution among the
compared ones which succeeds in ensuring both low per-packet
delays and efficient bandwidth utilization even in presence of
heterogeneous flows over a multihop wireless network.
To further demonstrate SWING’s ability in avoiding queue
utilization, we have measured the evolution of the queuing
time spent by packets in the Internet Gateway’s buffer before
being transmitted toward the next hop. In Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11 we show this queuing delay as experienced by a single
representative game flow. It is evident how both GAP and
SWING outperform the default setting scenario, with SWING
being the winner, further decreasing the queuing delay.
VI.

C ONCLUSION AND O NGOING W ORK

We addressed the problem of heterogeneous flow coexistence in the multihop wireless scenario, considering TCP
(elastic) and UDP-based (real-time) traffic in particular.
TCP’s aggressive behavior coupled with a self-interfering
multihop wireless environment can conspicuously increase the
queuing delay suffered by real-time applications. Our solution,
SWING, consists in an enhanced wireless gateway that does
not need to modify existing Internet protocols. We do not
propose new protocols or architectures, thus ensuring factual
deployability of our solution.
SWING is based on dynamic modification of the advertised
window so as to limit the growth of the TCP flows’ sending
rate while preserving the per-packet delay of real-time traffic.
We compared SWING to GAP, a state of the art proposal in the domain, showing that our solution outperforms
the latter. Yet, we deem necessary to further pursue our
investigation into the following directions: (i) dynamic adaptation of thmin and thmax , depending on the bandwidth;
(ii) monitoring TCP flows’ use of the assigned bandwidth
share to redistribute unused bandwidth (e.g., in case of Telnet
or Web traffic); (iii) comparing our solution against different
TCP versions [21]; (iv) considering complex topology also
including a multihop real testbed [22].

Fig. 3.

Game flow: per-packet delivery delay with regular protocols.

Fig. 6.

Flows’ goodput with regular protocols.

Fig. 4.

Game flow: per-packet delivery delay with GAP.

Fig. 7.

Flows’ goodput with GAP.

Fig. 5.

Game flow: per-packet delivery delay with SWING.

Fig. 8.

Flows’ goodput with SWING.
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